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Old age sticks questions

What are you doing that. AMERICAN LITERATURE UNIT 8: Modernism Study Guide lmagism and Modern Poetry Review questions on worksheet** In what ways is Pound's advice to avoid abstraction and avoid excessive words evident in the following poems? - A Few Don'ts by an lmagiste In what ways
is Pound's advice to avoid abstraction and avoid excessive words evident in the following poems? In what ways is Pound's advice to avoid abstraction and avoid excessive words evident in the following poems? In what ways is Pound's advice to avoid abstraction and avoid excessive words evident in the
following poems? In what ways do the following poems look like paintings? - A Few Don'ts by an lmagiste In what way does the following poem look like a painting? In what ways do the following poems look like paintings? In what ways do the following poems look like paintings? Love Song J. Alfred
Prufrock by T.S. Eliot Review questions about the worksheet** What does Prufrock's description of the sky and the city in lines 1-12 suggest about Prufrock's view of life? What repeat effect will there be time in rows 23-34 and again in rows 37-48? my old age stick there lives in the beautiful city I The
Unknown Citizen **Review the question on the worksheet ** What changes might E.E. Cummings like to see in the world of old age sticks? Based on anyone living in a pretty town, what qualities and small-town behavior sneer at Cummings? Based on The Unknown Citizen, what value do you think Auden
loves? What do you think he supports? In what ways does each poem explore the conflict between individuality and conformity with the group? anyone living in a beautiful city how does the structure in the old age stick relate to the idea of rules and breaking rules as presented in poetry? Discuss how
Auden's capitalizing style affects the meaning and tone of his poems. From Modern Poetry I Anecdote from Jar I Ars Poetica I Poetry **Review worksheet questions!** Find two parables in Ars Poetica and interpret its meaning. Find two parables in Ars Poetica and interpret its meaning. How all simile work
together in Ars Poetica to create a vision of poetry as something you have to choose one key image of each poem that captures the poet's belief in poetry. Explain your choice. From Modern Poetry I Anecdote from Jar I Ars Poetica I Poetry **Review worksheet questions!** Find two parables in Ars
Poetica and interpret its meaning. How did all simile work together in Ars Poetica to create a vision of poetry as something that shouldn't mean me but to be? Choose one key image from each poem that captures the poet's belief in poetry. Explain your choice. From Modern Poetry- Anecdotes from Jar -
I'm not a fan of cummings, Julie - because I don't understand what he's getting, About these two particular poems, my reaction is that only - perhaps more interesting because the images are created cheerful (mud-delicious (mud-delicious puddles-beautiful), which do not have an old age stick. What the
latter did for me was an ultra-simple staccato of innate antipathy between adolescence and age. But, no, I can't match the parentheses with their friends either - there might be an on-line exegesis somewhere.... Thank. Just a silly question: How do you read a poem to show unusual spelling and spacing?
for example bettyandisbel, eddieandbill or getting old? Do you speed up or slow down? Thank! Teacher: We provide a list of EFL jobsNot ridiculous, of course, but may be missed in absolute terms. I am sure that every reader will take his own tack. Myself, I'll read the boys' names and girls' names as we'll
say them anyway - and that's probably what it means: Eddie 'n' Bill. As for gr/owing: I would guess that for example want us to stretch it a little, is all ... more than two lines at least. Open brackets take us back to the beginning where youth continue to grow old... age stick. It's a never-ending cycle and a
beautiful poem. what this poem is really about me finding this to be one of cummings' best poems. It's all about conflict between adults and/or authorities who set rules and rebellious young people. Note that everything that old age says is a mother sugar cane (signifying their stifling control) and all that
youth say is BEYOND the elderly (signifying freedom). A lot if what is said old age starts with capital (signifying authority) and all that youth say is in lower cases. The split words gave Cummings double meaning. For example, breaking mustn't in the fourth stanza into Must/n't signifies both the things
adults say we should do and the things they say we shouldn't do. Better yet, the last two lines break down the phrase of getting old into gr/owe an old sign that not only do young people finally grow up, they also OWE something to their elders who have set limits to keep them safe, help them mature, etc.
This is Cumming's point - young men can rebel against restrictions put in place by their elders (who were once rebellious youths themselves remember) but they are who they are partly because of what their elders have taught. And they will also get older, just to set rules and restrictions for their own
children someday. How do we know this? Note that the last word and the first word of poetry are old. Just like the life cycle, you can go from the bottom of the poem back to the beginning of the poem to start the cycle again. And note also that if you do this, the old teen at the end of the poem, who outside
the parentheses become old old age at the top of the poem that is in parentheses. The rebel youths have grown to set their own restrictions. It's really a very complex poem by cummings although on the surface it seems so simple. Word games and spatial settings of unusual words and symbols are two of
the most significant contribution to modern poetry. Cummings drew and painted from an early age, and his poems often reflected his interest in visual representation of the world. Like a visual artist, he bends, bankrupts, twists, and reshapes his poetic craft material - language. In old age sticks cummings
scoff at language conventions in various ways. He uses enjambment - spilling more than one line into the next line - to create some meaning, as in the young man walking/right on/gr/old debt. He utilizes words that go against the standard rules, as in this poem, in which he uses capital to emphasize every



word in a series of negative commands of old age: Keep/Off, No/Tres pas/sing, Forbid/den Stop/Must/n't Don't Don't. Parentheses are usually used to flank additional or somewhat foreign information that is not important for the main meaning of a sentence; in old age sticks, however, cummings uses
parentheses to separate age-related parts from those about adolescence. Both sets of information are essential to the meaning of poetry. Cummings also puts or spaces words in a very unconventional way, such as when teenagers interrupt old age: No / Tres)&amp; (fitting) / youth laugh / (singing. The
presence of all these devices may be confusing for readers who aren't used to such oddities, so cummings provides some help to understand poetry - he creates his own rules. For example, each of the five stanzas contains eight syllables arranged in four lines: 3-2-1-2. This setting provides the structure
of the poem and the level of prediction. Cummings consistently uses ampersand rather than words and. Also, as we've seen, he's really organized in the way he uses parentheses and capital. All the devices Cummings uses add meaning to poetry, thus conveying more than just dictionary definitions of his
words. In episodes of old age sticks, the words carry the usual meaning, but they also bring additional significance. This poem is more than just a battle between adolescence and old age. Adolescent interdependence and old age and life cycle themes are fully conveyed through Cummings's poetic device.
The words themselves say nothing about this subject. Through the selection, arrangement, and application of skilled words, symbols, and techniques, Cummings is able to make old age sticks mean more than he says. EXAMPLE: line 2 says Up Keep si this says that the old take care of the youth but the
line 2-4 combined says keep these signs show how old peple is soaring youthTili which confuses me admit it BUT if you read it again and again and pay close attention to ouncuation and grouping of words it really means a different thing than if you just like a newspaper article well I think it was to read
one of his last poems, I'm not sure though Students: We have a free audio pronunciation exercise. Exercise. Exercise.
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